Abstract
Noncompliance is a common problem in randomized clinical trials that threatens to undermine the benefit of randomization. A popular approach to the noncompliance problem is principal stratification, which provides a simple method to estimate the complier-average treatment effect (CATE) under appropriate conditions. However, the CATE may be difficult to interpret in clinical practice. Here we propose to use principal stratification as a tool to estimate the overall average treatment effect (ATE) in clinical trials with all-or-none compliance. The use of principal stratification makes it unnecessary to assume that all confounders are measured, a key assumption for most existing methods that estimate the ATE through confounding adjustment. The proposed approach requires the availability of baseline covariates that are sufficient to explain any difference between the CATE and the ATE, so that the covariate-specific CATE and ATE may be assumed equal. Under this assumption, the overall ATE can be estimated by averaging an estimate of the covariate-specific CATE over observed covariate values. Estimation of the covariate-specific CATE can be carried out using several different methods based on different modeling assumptions. The different methods are compared in a simulation study and applied to the Multiple Risk Factor Intervention Trial.
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